Ukraine Recovery Snapshot

Key Figures
- **24** UN Agencies
- **3,167** UN Staff (2,532 nationals and 635 internationals)
- **1,810** Recovery Projects
- **$1.6 B** Funding Received (Transitional Framework 2022-2024)

Programmatic Presence

Overall Recovery Funding
- **Funding Received by Sector**
  - Infrastructure Reconstruction: $277.2M
  - Social Protection: $274.7M
  - Health: $221.7M
  - Energy and Environment: $190.2M
  - Institutional Capacity Development: $136.2M
  - Education: $129.3M
  - Inclusive Economic Growth: $100.2M
  - Housing: $96.9M
  - Livelihoods and Decent Job Creation: $81.9M
  - Enabling Factors: $57.9M
  - Mine Action and Debris Removal: $50.1M
  - Data Generation: $21.1M
- **Funding Received by Agency**
  - UNDP: $539.2M
  - UNICEF: $217.1M
  - WFP: $170.3M
  - UNOPS: $151.1M
  - FAD: $92.1M
  - IDMC: $85.3M
  - WHO: $79.9M
  - IOM: $71.7M
  - UNHCR: $82.4M
  - UNESCO: $68.7M
  - OHCHR: $38.4M
  - UNFPA: $31.9M
  - UNODA: $28.2M
  - UN Women: $21.9M
  - UNHabitat: $10M
  - UNHCR: $7.4M
  - UNAIDS: $6.5M
  - UNICEF: $6M
  - ILO: $5.8M
  - ITU: $2.4M
  - ITU: $1.7M
  - UNR: $1.4M
  - UNDRR: $0.1M

Funding Received by Donor
- **Germany** $300.4M
- **Japan** $296M
- **Core funds** $172.9M
- **EU** $168M
- **Sweden** $82.4M
- **Canada** $79.1M
- **Denmark** $66.3M
- **Ukraine** $49.9M
- **The World Bank** $46.8M
- **Norway** $37.3M
- **Netherlands** $34.6M
- **GPE** $30.2M

Ukraine Community Recovery Fund
- **$11.7 M** Total Received
- **$5.7 M** Total Allocated

Allocation by Sector and Oblast
- Mine Action/Lvivska Oblast: $1.1M
- Livelihoods and Job Creation/Sumsk Oblast: $4.6M

Funding by Donor
- **Denmark** $8.8M
- **Luxembourg** $1.6M
- **Republic of Korea** $1.2M
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS

**Mine Action and Debris Removal**

**UNDP:** Concluded in end-May the phase two of a competition organized with the National Aviation University to find innovative solutions to speed up mine and explosive ordnance clearance. Over 20 teams presented various technologies, including acoustic and electromagnetic methods. UNDP also supports mine action through awareness campaigns, demining, and technology introduction.

**UNICEF:** Reached nearly 300,000 children and caregivers with mine-safety campaigns in March and April 2024 alone. The agency is currently organizing an online course for 1,050 educators and 3,132 emergency workers on delivering effective mine safety messages to children.

**WFP** and **FAO** are working in Kharkivska and Mykolavskaya oblasts to reclaim farmland and support rural families and small farmers to return to self-sufficiency and reduce their dependence on humanitarian assistance. Since September 2023 to date, nearly 4,000 ha of land have been surveyed and US$2.3 million has been invested in the local economy.

**Infrastructure Reconstruction**

**UNICEF:** Completed in April the rehabilitation of 63 kindergarten bomb shelters across Kyivska, Zhytomyrska, and Chernihivska oblasts, providing furniture and learning materials.

**UNICEF:** Improved access to clean water for over 567,000 people in the first quarter of 2024 with new equipment, pipes, and water treatment chemicals.

**Energy and Environment**

**UNICEF:** Installed in May 2024 boilers in villages, health-care facilities, and schools in Kharkiv Oblast.

**WHO:** Currently installing eight modular heating units in hospitals across the country— with the first units already functioning in Chernihiv, Kharkiv and Odesa.

**UNDP:** Provided, since end-last year, three powerful gas turbines and facilitated the transport of seven autotransformers to decentralize the energy system, benefiting 5.5 million people.

**WHO:** Concluded in end-May the phase two of a competition organized with the National Aviation University to find innovative solutions to speed up mine and explosive ordnance clearance. Over 20 teams presented various technologies, including acoustic and electromagnetic methods. UNDP also supports mine action through awareness campaigns, demining, and technology introduction.

**UNICEF:** Engaged eight pilot hromadas in Lviv Oblast for gender-responsive budgeting, training over 75 local officials in the first quarter of 2024.

**UNHR:** Held a consultation in April 2024 in Borodianka hromada to coordinate recovery efforts, involving multiple stakeholders.

**Social Protection**

**UNICEF:** Currently supporting the pilot of the Government’s Integrated Social Service and Benefits Package (ISSB) in 60 municipalities. ISSB is the cornerstone of Better Care reform, established last year by the Government of Ukraine, with UN’s support, to prevent family separation, increase alternative care options, and transform institutions to ensure that all children can grow up in a family-based care.

**WFP:** Expanded its school feeding program in the current academic year to support 100,000 children in nearly 700 schools all around the country by contributing 30 per cent of the cost of their daily meals. Provided complementary cash assistance since August 2023 to 400,000 pensioners and since January 2024 to 300,000 people with disabilities.

**UNHR:** Provided, until March, 130,000 pensioners with cash assistance to help them purchase household fuel during the harsh winter.

**Education**

**UNICEF:** Provided, during the current academic year, support to the Ministry of Education and Science in adapting the national early childhood education (ECE) curricula to fit mixed-modality education, where facility-based learning is combined with home-based support. In addition, UNICEF developed materials for educators and parents to streamline ECE at schools and at home. Over 35,000 children have already gained access to structured in-person ECE with the support of the intervention. Organized classes in safe spaces to continue education despite kindergarten closures.